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On the slopes of the Dolomites

where time is marked by a magnificent nature,
a distinct culture of food that is full of credibility and technique, 

that stands on the foundation of traditions. 
Local ingredients from organic and natural farms

with respect for animals and man.
The amazement of simple but incredibly good things

with the capability of bringing back
a state of well-being and awareness.

A precision with oriental features, hands that work
in unison in a wonderful dance.

Let's start from here to rediscover togetherness, 
the context from which we come

to open ourselves to new perspectives.

Chies d'Alpago









































There is a place where
water and life create a unique culture.

A place full of history and existence
like few in the world.

This magical place is the Venice lagoon,
where its inhabitants pass on ancient

recipes for generations.
A place where vegetables have a special flavor

given by its unique soil and air.
Time here is suspended between

the water and the sky of a thousand hues.
Venice lagoon opens itself to the world travelers

and welcomes them to take
part in this story whose flavors guide you

on your journey.

Treporti

































Only ancient manual skills can transform 
the noble products of the earth in timeless tastes.

Bread is the food that transports us the most to our origins 
creating a connection between the peoples of the land.

The best grains grown naturally with heat become food for our soul.
The time for quality and respect has arrived, 

the nobility of the gesture is balanced with the slowness of leavening.
A fragrance, a scent of bread

has an intrinsic and infinite value.
Discovering the pleasure of cooking bread, 
pasta, pizza, brings us closer to ourselves.
Thanks to our origins we are what we are,

and we like to help rediscover it.

Borgo Valbelluna
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